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Abstract- Cyber security is more important in many fields such as government, military etc., because the government, military,
corporate, financial and medical organizations collect process and store unprecedented amounts of data on computers and other
devices. A significant portion of that data can be sensitive information whether that be intellectual, financial data, personal
information or other types of data for which unauthorized access or exposure could have negative consequences. In our
approach is we can find the attack types using in deep learning methods. In this paper we develop a desktop application which
identifies the attack occurred in the web application and sends a notification to the web server system.
Keywords- Deep learning, Neural Networks, CNN, RNN, Cyber attack

I.
Introduction
Deep Learning relies on a multi-layered representation of the input data and can perform feature selection autonomously through
a process defined representation learning. DL approaches can be further classified by differentiating between supervised and
unsupervised algorithms. A large and representative set of data are required in former techniques that have been previously
classified by a human expert or through other means. The latter approaches do not require a pre-labeled training dataset. Deep
Neural Networks (DNN), are large neural networks organized in many layers capable of autonomous representation learning and all
DL algorithms are based on DNN. Supervised DL algorithms Fully-connected Feed forward Deep Neural Networks (FNN). FNN
are a variant of DNN where every neuron is connected to all the neurons in the previous layer. FNN do not make any assumption on
the input data and provide a flexible and general-purpose solution for classification, at the expense of high computational costs.
Convolutional Feed forward Deep Neural Networks (CNN). Each neuron receives its input only from a subset of neurons of the
previous layer and CNN are a variant of DNN. This characteristic makes CNN effective at analysing spatial data, but their
performance decreases when applied to non-spatial data. CNN have a lower computation cost than FNN. Recurrent Deep Neural
Networks (RNN). A variant of DNN whose neurons can send their output also to previous layers; this design makes them harder to
train than FNN. FNN excel as sequence generators, especially their recent variant, the long short-term memory. Unsupervised DL
algorithms Deep Belief Networks (DBN). They are modeled through a composition of Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM), a
class of neural networks with no output layer. DBN excel in the function of feature extraction so they can be used for pre-training
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tasks. DBN require a training phase with unlabelled datasets. Stacked Auto encoders (SAE). They are composed by multiple Auto
encoders, a class of neural networks where the number of input and output neurons is the same. SAE achieve better results on small
datasets and excel in pre-training tasks similar to DBN. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) among both cases, have shown
better performances compared to other classifiers. For instance, the CNN proposed by Salamon and Bello [9] outperforms their
prior approach based on unsupervised feature learning and random forest [5] on the UrbanSound8K dataset. Also, for ESC-10 and
ESC-50 datasets, a 1D CNN with eight convolution layers (Sound Net) [10] outperforms random forest [6], SVM using Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [6], and convolutional auto encoders [10]. In addition to these CNNs, other DNN
architectures such as AlexNet and GoogLeNet, which have shown remarkable performances on image classification tasks (e.g.
ImageNet dataset) have also been used for environmental sound classification. Interestingly, these two CNNs trained on
spectrograms have been achieving the highest recognition performance for the three aforementioned datasets as reported by
Boddapati et al. [11].
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces general cyber attacks and describe the most important ones. In this
section we also present the cyber attacks that may affect web applications. Section III presents the main cyber attacks in web
applications. Section IV presents the proposed approach that aims of achieving good classification and web based cyber attacks.
The conclusion is presented in the last section.
II.
Cyber Attacks
An attack is any attempt to expose, alter, modify, disable, enable, destroy, steal or gain unauthorized access to or make
unauthorized use of data in computers and computer networks. A cyber attack is any type of attack which targets computer
information systems, infrastructures, computer networks, or personal computer devices. A person or process that attempts to access
data, functions or other restricted areas of the system without authorization, potentially with malicious intent are the attackers.
Depending upon context, cyber attacks can be classified as cyber warfare or cyber terrorism. A cyber attack can be done by
sovereign states, individuals, groups, society or organizations, and it may come from an anonymous source.
A cyber attack may steal, alter, or destroy a specified target by hacking into a susceptible system. Cyber attacks can range from
installing spyware on a private computer to attempting to destroy the infrastructure of entire nations. Legal experts are seeking to
limit the utilization of the term to incidents causing physical damage, distinguishing it from the more routine data breaches and
broader hacking activities. Cyber attacks have become increasingly sophisticated and dangerous. User behavior analytics and SIEM
are often wont to help prevent these attacks. A cyber attack is an assault launched by cyber criminals using one or more computers
against one or multiple computers or networks. A cyber attack can maliciously disable computers, steal data, or use a breached
computer as a launch point for other attacks.
Cyber warfare utilizes techniques of defending and attacking information and computer networks that inhabit cyberspace, often
through a protracted cyber campaign or series of related campaigns. It denies an opponent's ability to try to an equivalent , while
employing technological instruments of war to attack an opponent's critical computer systems. Cyber terrorism, on the opposite
hand, is "the use of network tools to pack up critical national infrastructures (such as energy, transportation, government operations)
or to coerce or intimidate a government or civilian population". That means the top results of both cyber warfare and cyber terrorism
is that the same, to wreck critical infrastructures and computer systems linked together within the confines of cyberspace.
Cyber criminals-An individual or group of people who use technology to commit cybercrime with the aim or goal of stealing
sensitive company information or personal data and generating profits are called as cybercriminals. In today's, they're the foremost
prominent and most active sort of attacker.
Cybercriminals use computers in three wide ways to do cybercrimesSelect computer as their target- Virus are spreaded, data theft, identity theft etc. are done by the cybercriminals and using that they
attack the people's computer.
Using the computer as their weapon-Computer is used as a weapon to do conventional crime such as illegal gambling, spam, fraud,
etc.
Using the computer as their accessory- In this, computers are used to steal data illegally. Hacktivists- Hacktivists are individuals or
groups of hackers who perform malicious activity to market a political agenda, religion, or social ideology. According to Dan
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Lohrmann, chief security officer for Security Mentor, a national security training firm that works with states said "Hacktivism may
be a digital disobedience. It's hacking for a cause." Hacktivists aren't like cybercriminals who hack computer networks to steal data
for the cash. They are individuals or groups of hackers who work together and see themselves as fighting injustice.
State-sponsored Attacker- State-sponsored attackers have particular objectives aligned with either the political, commercial or
military interests of their country of origin. These sort of attackers aren't during a hurry. The government organizations have highly
skilled hackers and concentrate on detecting vulnerabilities and exploiting these before the holes are patched. It is very challenging
to defeat these attackers thanks to the vast resources at their disposal.
Insider Threats-The insider threat may be a threat to an organization's security or data that comes from within. These type of threats
are usually occurred from employees or former employees, but may also arise from third parties, including contractors, temporary
workers, employees or customers.
Malicious- The organization's data, IT infrastructure or systems are harmed potentially by an insider. The insider access those data.
The ex-employees or dissatisfied employees does this type of malicious attacks. They believe that organization is not favor to them
and does wrong to them in some way, so they try to take revenge on the organization. Malicious outsiders, either financial
incentives or extortion may also change the insiders to become a threat.
Accidental- Insider employees does this type of attacks accidently. In this type of threats, any important file may be deleted
accidently or inadvertently share confidential data with a business partner against company‘s policy or legal requirements.
Negligent- These are the threats during which employees attempt to avoid the policies of a corporation put in situ to guard endpoints
and valuable data. For example, if the organization have strict policies for external file sharing, employees might try to share work
on public cloud applications so that they can work at home.

I.

III.
Algorithms
Recurrent Neural Network(RNN) -The input to the current step is the output from the previous step in this type of neural
network. The inputs and outputs from previous steps are independent of each other in traditional neural network and it is fed
to the next step as input. To go for next word, all input and output must be independent to each other. The previous words are
to be remembered every time and it is required. The RNN solved this problem with the help of hidden layer. Hidden state is
the important feature of RNN. Hidden layer always remembers information in the sequence. Thus, it exhibits temporal
dynamic behaviour. Sequence of inputs of variable length are processed by RNN using their internal state unlike feed forward
neural network. They are used in unsegmented, connected handwriting recognition or speech recognition.
The two broad classes of networks with a similar general structure is referred using the term "recurrent neural network" , where
one is infinite impulse and the other one is infinite impulse. Temporal dynamic behavior is exhibited by both classes of
network. A finite impulse recurrent network is a directed acyclic graph that can be unrolled and replaced with a strictly
feedforward neural network replaces the finite impulse recurrent network which is a directed acyclic grapg, while an infinite
impulse recurrent network is a directed cyclic graph that can not be unrolled.
Finite impulse and infinite impulse recurrent networks can have additional stored state, and the neural network directly
controls the storage . If that incorporates time delays or has feedback, another network or graph can replace the storage. Such
controlled states are referred to as gated state or gated memory, and are part of long short-term memory networks (LSTMs) and
gated recurrent units. This is also called Feedback Neural Network.

II.

Convolution Neural Network-The concept of Neural Network is known by the reader by assumption. Artificial Neural
Networks in machine learning performs really well. Artificial Neural Networks are used in multiple applications and tasks
like image, audio, words. For different purposes different types of neural networks are used. For example, for predicting the
sequence of words can be predicted using Recurrent Neural Networks more precisely an LSTM, Convolution Neural Network
is used for image classification. Some concepts of Neural Network must be revisited before going for CNN's classification.
Three types of layers in regular neural network follows:
A. Input Layers: It‘s the layer in which we give input to our model is given in this layer. Total number of features in our
data (number of pixels in case of an image) is equal to the number of neurons in the input layer.
B. Hidden Layer: The input from Input layer is then given to the hidden layer. There are many hidden layers which depends
upon our model and data size. Different numbers of neurons are enrolled in each hidden layer which are generally greater
than the number of features. Matrix multiplication is used to compute the output of each layer and output of the previous
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layer with learnable weights of that layer and then by addition of learnable biases followed by activation function which
makes the network nonlinear.
C. Output Layer: The output from the hidden layer is given to a logistic function. The logistic functions are similar to
sigmoid or soft max. They convert the output of each class into probability score of each class.

Output from each layer is obtained and the data is then given into the model and output from each layer is obtained this
step is called feed forward, then an error function is used to calculate the error, some common error functions are cross
entropy, square loss error etc. After that, derivatives are calculated and propagated back to the model again. This step is
known as Back propagation which is basically used to minimize the loss. Bit of mathematics which is involved in the
whole convolution process are discussed here.
D. Convolution layers consist of a set of learnable filters (patch in the above image). Every filter has small width and height
and the same depth as that of input volume (3 if the input layer is image input).
For example, if we have to run convolution on an image with dimension 34x34x3. Possible size of filters can be axax3,
where ‗a‘ can be 3, 5, 7, etc but small as compared to image dimension.
During forward pass, we slide each filter across the whole input volume step by step where each step is called stride
(which can have value 2 or 3 or even 4 for high dimensional images) and compute the dot product between the weights of
filters and patch from input volume.
As we slide our filters we‘ll get a 2-D output for each filter and we‘ll stack them together and as a result, we‘ll get output
volume having a depth equal to the number of filters. The network will learn all the filters.
E. Layers used to build CovNets
A covnets is a sequence of layers, and every layer transforms one volume to another through differentiable function.
Types of layers follows :
Let‘s take an example by running a covnets on of image of dimension 32 x 32 x 3.
1) Input Layer: The raw input of image with width 32, height 32 is holded in this layer.

2) Convolution Layer: The output volume is computed in this layer by computing dot product between all
filters and image patch. Suppose we use total 12 filters for this layer we‘ll get output volume of
dimension 32 x 32 x 12.
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3) Activation Function Layer: Element wise activation function is applied to the output of convolution
layer by activation function layer. Some common activation functions are RELU: max(0, x), Sigmoid:
1/(1+e^-x), Tanh, Leaky RELU, etc. The volume remains unchanged hence output volume will have
dimension 32 x 32 x 12.
4) Pool Layer: This layer is periodically inserted in the covnets and its main function is to reduce the size
of volume which makes the computation fast reduces memory and also prevents from over fitting. Two
common types of pooling layers are max pooling and average pooling. If we use a max pool with 2 x
2 filters and stride 2, the resultant volume will be of dimension 16x16x12.
5) Fully-Connected Layer: Input from the previous layer is taken as input in this layer and computes the
class scores and outputs the 1-D array of size equal to the number of classes. This layer is regular
layer.
IV. Conclusion
Deep learning approaches are increasingly employed for multiple applications and are being adopted also for cyber security,
hence it is important to evaluate when and which category of algorithms can achieve adequate results. We analyse these techniques
for three relevant cyber security intrusion detection. Deep learning is still at an early stage and no final conclusion can be drawn.
Significant improvements may be expected, especially considering the recent and promising development of adversarial learning.
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